WED DINGS
MENU
all quotes are custom & start
at $1,500

to the nines
engaged but don't know
where to start? You fell down
the Pinterest rabbit hole &
have an one too many boards
and ideas? Hit pause & we'll
take it from here. From
budgeting & bouquets to
making sure the stragglers
make the shuttle.

PARTIAL
you need a day/month of
coordinator and then some.
you have some vendors nailed
down but need help checking
off others & would love
another eye for design &
details & how everything will
come together. you’d like
some hand holding but don’t
need help with everything A to
Z.

MOD ERN & SIMP LIFIED
first & foremost, a big heartfelt congrats from the TTN team!
how exciting was your proposal?! did you laugh? cry? black
out? shake? jam your ring on your finger? we feel you.
so you're probably still on cloud 9 & can't stop picturing your
big day. maybe you've had dreamy vision boards (read:
Pinterest) galore for a while now. Or maybe you're more of
the magazine flipper & dog-ear-the-pages type. Or maybe
you don’t know where to start! Regardless, we're so glad you
found us & can't wait to learn all about you, your future
spouse & what's going on in that beautiful mind.

the big day
you enjoy putting together all
of the exciting elements but
you don't want your mom or
MOH being the point person
for everyone involved on your
big day. allow us to step
in...with a watch, whistle
(kidding), & timeline to boot

call | email | scroll
248-763-5453 | christina@totheninesevents.com |
@_totheninesevents

PARTICULARS

If you don’t see something you need a hand with listed above or you’d like to add something to
one package from another, let us know & we’ll find a way to work it in.
it's your big day! you’re at the helm & we're your behind the scenes team
x Christina

